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Abstract 
After the oil shock of 1973, studies on causal nexus between oil price and economic growth have increasingly appeared in the 
literature. Unlike extant literature, this study deals with two problems related to causality estimation. The first one is which oil 
price should be used in empirical analyses as the price of oil differs among different oil products. Instead of crude oil price, oil 
basket price calculated by OPEC was used in this paper since it does not exclude the price of other oil types. Second problem is 
that positive and negative shocks in the independent variables may asymmetrically affect dependent variable. Distinguishing 
positive and negative shocks may lead to different findings. Moreover asymmetric causality test may lead to inference about the 
sign of the causal nexus. In this study asymmetric causal links were taken into account using the novel asymmetric causality 
approach developed by Hatemi-J (2012). Furthermore non-normality of the error term and time varying volatility may lead to 
biased estimation results. So a bootstrap simulation approach developed by Hacker and Hatemi-J (2006) was used to generate 
critical values that are robust to non-normality and time-varying volatility. In addition, classical non-asymmetric causality test 
was applied with the aim of comparison.  The monthly data set covers the period of 2003:1-2013:1.  
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
Since energy is essential to all economic activity, the relation between oil prices and economic growth is so 
important that it may lead to change in both the macroeconomic policy and welfare level in a country. The increase 
in oil price may reduce output in several ways. First, the oil shock can lead to lower aggregate demand since the 
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price rise leads to income redistribution between net oil importer and exporter countries. Second, the oil price 
increase may reduce the productivity of labor and capital, because of given budget constraint of a firm, higher price 
of oil leads to lower energy consumption. Furthermore, lower level of energy consumption may lead to increase of 
unemployment as the decrease of productivity lowers real wages (Ferderer, 1996). A decrease in real wages may 
cause an increase in unemployment and a decrease in real GDP.   
Another effect of oil shocks on real output is explained by the sectorial shifts model developed by Hamilton 
(1988). The increase of oil price may lead lower purchases of energy-using goods such as cars. The shift in demand 
causes reallocation of labour across sectors. If the movement of labour across sectors is costly, potentially large 
reductions in value added may result. One important implication of this model is that the response of output should 
be symmetric, whether the price of oil increases or decreases. However, recent literature suggests an asymmetric 
relation between oil price and economic performance because of the downward sticky nominal wages, adjustment 
costs and the asymmetric price change in petroleum products (Brown and Yücel, 2002).  
Lastly, the rise of oil prices may affect expectation of economic agents by signalling increased scarcity of 
energy and increasing inflation. Since oil is the basic source of production and increasing scarcity of oil may lead to 
pessimistic expectations about the future, firms may postpone their investments (Bernanke, 1983). Moreover the 
inflationary effect of oil price shocks may lead to increase in uncertainty and as a result the probability of recessions 
may increase.  
There may be bidirectional causal relation between oil price and economic growth. The most important 
principle for understanding short-run changes in the price of oil is the fact that income, rather than price is the key 
determinant of the quantity demanded (Hamilton, 2009). Kilian (2009a) and Kilian and Hicks (2012) emphasize that 
the surge in the real price of oil between mid-2003 and mid-2008 was driven by repeated positive shocks to the 
demand for all industrial commodities.  
Table 1: Current literature on the economic growth-oil price nexus  
Note: P is the oil price and G is the GDP or industrial production index. + (-) represents positive (negative) component of relevant variable. 
Direction of the arrow represents the direction of the causal relation.  means that there is no causal relation between relevant variables. 
As can be seen in Table 1, although the relationship between oil prices and output has been a well-studied 
topic, the empirical results, however, are still far from a consensus. Whereas some papers support the hypothesis 
that oil price increase causes a decrease in economic growth, other studies have found that the relationship changes 
over time and asymmetric and non-linear models can uncover the relationship between oil price and macroeconomic 
activity. Moreover causal relation varies by country of analysis.     
The contribution of our empirical study is fourfold. First, this study takes into account asymmetric causal 
links using the novel asymmetric causality approach developed by Hatemi-J (2012). The superiority of asymmetric 
causality approach, it gives information about the sign of the causal nexus. Second, this study employs the Toda and 
Yamamoto (1995) procedure and the bootstrapped causality technique to avoid unclear results due to the assumption 
of normality. The third contribution is to pick the true lag order by combining the Schwarz (1978) Bayesian 
Study/Country US UK Japan Italy Germany France Canada 
Hamilton (1996) P+G-       
Abeysinghe (2001) P+G-  P+G-     
Cunado and Gracia (2003)  PG  PG PG PG  
Cunado and Gracia (2005)   PG     
Jimenez-Rodriguez and Sanchez 
(2005) 
P+G- P+G- P+G+ P+G- P+G- P+G- P+G- 
Zhang (2008)   P+G-     
Cologni and Menera (2009) P+G- P+G- P+G- P+G- P+G- P+G- P+G- 
Hanabusa (2009)   PG     
Korhonen and Ledyaeva (2010) P+G- P+G- P+G- P+G+ P+G- P+G+ P+G+ 
Lee and Chiu (2011) PG PG PG  PG PG PG 
Kilian and Hicks (2012) P+G+  P+G+  P+G+   
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information criterion and the Hannan and Quinn (1979) information criterion as suggested by Hatemi-J (2003). 
Lastly, instead of crude oil price, the oil basket price calculated by OPEC was used in this paper since it does not 
exclude the price of other oil types.  
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The next section describes the data. The methodology and the 
findings from empirical analysis are represented in section 3. Last section presents conclusion and policy 
implications of the paper. 
2. Data 
In this paper the causal relation between oil price and industrial production index is analysed. Monthly oil 
price data is a basket price provided by the OPEC. Monthly industrial production index is attained from the OECD 
databank. Both variables were seasonally adjusted using X12. The data set covers the period of 2003:1-2013:1. 
3. Method and Findings 
Granger (1969) causality test and Toda and Yamamoto (1995) procedure have been often used to test the 
hypothesis of the absence of causal relation. Hatemi-J (2012) contributes to causality tests by assuming that the 
potential causal impact of negative shocks differs from the positive ones.  This asymmetric causality test can be 
applied on the relationship between oil price and industrial production, since the effects of increase and decrease in 
the price of oil may affect the industrial production asymmetrically. Assuming that oil price (E) and industrial 
production index (G) are integrated variables, the variables can be expressed as a random walk process as Eq. (1) 
and Eq.(2): 
                (1) 
and 
                (2) 
where E0 and G0 are constant initial values.  is white noise error term and t=1, 2,…,T. Positive and negative 
shocks can be separated as: 
       
       for positive shocks and         
     for negative ones. Since   
    and   
   , Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 can be rewritten as: 




     
and similarly, 




      
Lastly, the permanent positive and negative shocks can be described in a cumulative form such as: 
  

    

    

 and   

  Since the negative and positive components of 
each variable can be used to test for the causal relationship between the variables, the sign of the causal relation can 
be inferred from the estimation results.  When the length of the underlying dynamic equals P, the Toda-Yamamoto 
augmented vector autoregressive model can be applied to causality test between the positive components of each 
variable:    
          
    (3) 
where d is maximum integration order of the variables. P represents the lag length chosen by Hatemi-J 
criterion. Since, using Monte Carlo simulation, Hatemi-J (2003) illustrates that Hatemi-J criterion chooses the 
optimal lag order both in the stable and unstable VAR models, this criterion is superior to Schwarz and Akaike 
information criteria. After determining the optimal lag order, the following null hypothesis is tested: 
H0: the row j, column k element in Ar equals zero for r=1,P. 
Similarly, the hypothesis can be tested for the other components of the each variable. The Toda-Yamamoto 
augmented VAR (p+d) model can be explained in a compact way in the following (Hacker and Hatemi-J, 2006): 
             (4) 
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Toda and Yamamoto (1995) set up the following modified Wald (MWALD) test statistic for testing the null 
hypothesis of non-Granger causality,   : 
                (5) 
In Eq. 5, =vec (D) and vec represents the column stacking operator;   the Kronocker Product. 
      ;  is the estimated variance-covariance matrix of residuals of the unrestricted model. 
The MWALD test statistic is asymptotically 2 distributed, conditional on the assumption that the error terms are 
normally distributed, with the number of degrees of freedom equal to the number of restrictions to be tested. Using 
Monte Carlo simulations, Hacker and Hatemi-J (2006) showed that the MWALD test statistic over rejects the null 
hypothesis, especially if the error term is characterized by autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (ARCH) and 
non-normality. Furthermore Hacker and Hatemi-J (2006) found that the bootstrapped empirical size for the modified 
Wald test is close to the correct size in different cases, when the extra lags are greater than or equal to the integration 
order of both variables, and it is generally closer to the correct size than the asymptotic distribution empirical size. 
So, following Hatemi-J (2012) the bootstrap simulations were applied using GAUSS code written by Hatemi-J 
(2012). 
Before applying causality tests, the Kwiatkowski et al. (1992) (KPPS) test was used and integration order of 
the variables is found as one, I(1).  Later, the negative and positive components of the variables are distinguished. 
Lastly the Toda-Yamamoto causality test applied and critical valued obtained via bootstrapping. Achieving causality 
findings are reported in Table 2.  
Note: * and ** represent the rejection of H0 hypothesis at the significance level of 1% and 5%, respectively. P is the oil price and IP is the 
industrial production index. Direction of the arrow represents the direction of the causal relation.  means that there is no causal relation between 
relevant variables. 
According to Table 2, classical symmetric Toda-Yamamoto procedure finds the causal relation from oil price 
to industrial production index for all countries except for UK and Canada. Since UK and Canada are net oil exporter 
countries, increase of oil price may not affect industrial production. Despite the fact that other countries are net oil 
importer, asymmetric causality test results are highly inconsistent. No supporting evidence was found that increasing 
prices causes a decrease in industrial production index. However, increasing industrial production led to rise in oil 
prices in the case of Japan and Germany. For Italy a negative causal relation was found from industrial production to 
oil price. These conflicting findings may result from country specific characteristics, non-linear causal relation may 
cause artificial findings as well.   
4. Concluding Remarks 
In this paper, the causal nexus between oil price and industrial production index was analyzed for G7 
countries, using asymmetric and non-asymmetric causality tests. Non-asymmetric test results indicate that the oil 
price shock could affect the industrial production of net energy importing countries. However, asymmetric causality 
tests did not support the hypothesis that increasing oil prices causes a decrease in industrial production. The 
conflicting findings may result from country specific economic structure or the existence of non-linear causal 
relations between oil price and industrial production. That is to say, causal relation between oil price and industrial 
production may be too complicated to be explained with the asymmetric causality approach. 
 
Table 2: Non-asymmetric and asymmetric causality test results 
Countries P, G (-)P, (-)G (+)P, (+)G (-)P, (+)G (+)P, (-)G 
US PG ** (-)P  (-)G (+)P  (+)G (-)P  (+)G (+)P  (-)G 
UK P  G  (-)P  (-)G (+)P  (+)G (-)P  (+)G (+)P  (-)G 
Japan PG * (-)P  (-)G (+)P  (+)G * (-)P  (+)G (+)P  (-)G 
Italy PG * (-)P  (-)G  (+)P  (+)G (-)P  (+)G ** (+)P  (-)G ** 
Germany PG * (-)P  (-)G (+)P  (+)G ** (-)P  (+)G (+)P  (-)G 
France PG * (-)P  (-)G (+)P  (+)G (-)P  (+)G (+)P  (-)G 
Canada P  G  (-)P  (-)G  (+)P  (+)G (-)P  (+)G (+)P  (-)G 
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